Shame: Why Am I This Way?
(Week 4: The “Can’t Win” cycles)
Those suffering with shame don’t like the power/control it has over their lives. We
do try to not feel shame. …. So we attempt to fix ourselves.
And for a while it may actually seem as though it is working. But then we fall right
back into the shame feelings again.
This usually takes one of two directions. The “try hard” and the “give up” cycles.
Shame begins with an outside source.
• Parent
• Boss
• Neighbor
• Co-worker
• Societal norm
• Church norm
• Someone within a shame-system we are a part of
• At its worse it can even be an abuser
From that outside source we derive a shame message.
• Something’s wrong with me.
• I’m a bad person
• I can’t do anything right
• I’m defective, inadequate, selfish, incompetent, worthless, crazy, stupid, etc.
• I’m an embarrassment, a mistake
That shame message works its way into our mind.
In our mind is a belief system…how I perceive and think about ‘input.’ What I
think it true about what’s happening in the world around me and about me.
We interpret the world, and its messages, through our mind. Normally based on…
• Education
• Experiences
• Reason
• Common Sense
For those struggling with same, the shame superimposes a way of thinking, over
the top of these. This is called the shame-grid.

The Shame-Grid
Shame-prone people have a shame-grid firmly entrenched in their mind
through which they process the world and the shame messages they receive.
The shame-grid is the most powerful identity-setter in a shame-prone
person’s life. Yes…more powerful than scripture.
A shame-grid is a belief system that perpetuates shame.
• It’s a way shame-prone people process the shame messages.
• It puts the “shame” label what I see or hear
• Its why two people can hear the same thing and one feels shame and the
other doesn’t.
Behavioral Decision-Making Because of the Shame Grid
1. You accept the outside source as a reliable, legitimate way to define you.
You have given this person or people the power to define you and establish
your power as a person.
2. You accept the message as true about you.
3. You come to the conclusion that someone who is as bad as you deserves to:
a. …be told how bad they are.
b. …be punished or feel the anguish of your ‘badness.’
c. Thus, you become judge and jury of your identity and condemn
yourself.
4. This pattern becomes natural, and it becomes easier to accept the
messages as true.
This is a destructive, self-defeating way of thinking.
As a result, the decision to break free goes one of two directions.
The Give Up Cycle
If you conclude that your performance has failed, the situation is hopeless, and
you are a shameful, defective person, you give up. You choose to act in a way
that fits best with your assessment of yourself…you act according to the
shame messages.

This then fulfills the outside source’s assessment of you. Like a self-fulfilling
prophesy, it was fulfilled because you accepted and acted upon the
assessment.
The cycle then becomes complete.
The cycle then begins again with the next shame message.
You stay in relationships that enable you to feel as bad as you ‘need’ to feel.
Or you might perpetuate the bad feelings yourself. You become a source and
send the messages to yourself, continually reinforcing your own shame. At
this point your identity is completely engulfed in the shame.
EXAMPLE: Monica had a problem with overeating. When she ate too much
(and even when she ate normally), she felt shame, like a weak, bad person. She
would shame herself by calling herself derogatory names. She’d say, “I should
feel bad for being so weak and eating like a pig.” Then she would overeat
again. In part to cope. In part to feel. Without knowing it, she was acting out
and fulfilling the shame behavior that made her feel how she saw herself (her
identity).
Outside sources observe your behavior and reinforce the shame.
“What’s wrong with you?”
“How can you act this way?”
“You should be ashamed of yourself.”
“Don’t you care what people think of you?”
“I’m disappointed in you.”
“I thought you knew better.”
EXAMPLE:
Outside Source:
Shaming
Message:
Shame Grid
Belief:

A husband batters his wife.
The abuse and blaming conveys to the victim the message:
“you’re so defective I can do this to you. Your needs,
feelings, and personal boundaries don’t matter.”
“I’m a defective, bad person. Someone as bad as me
deserves the hurt. I am not loved, accepted, or capable.
Nothing I do is good enough.”

Decision:
Behavior:
Outside source:
Shaming
Message:
Shame Grid
Belief:
Decision:
Behavior:

“What’s the use? I don’t deserve a healthy marriage,
anyway. If I leave, I might end up in a worse situation. I
give up.”
The victimized wife stays in the relationship and
continues to be abused.
The battering continues.
The abuse and blaming by the perpetrator, plus the
victim’s own behavior (giving in and accepting the abuse),
says to the victim, “It’s your fault. What’s wrong with you?
If you were a sane person, you’d leave.”
“I’m a bad person who deserves what I get. No one else
would want a relationship with someone like me.”
“I deserve to get hurt. This serves me right. I’m lucky to
even have a relationship.”
The victim stays in the relationship and continues to be
abused. Chemical use, overeating, undereating, self-abuse,
abuse of others, and even suicide may occur.

The Try Harder Cycle
In desperation, when we’ve had enough, we try to break the “give up” cycle.
1. Instead of accepting the shame message, you reject it. You react against the
validity of the outside source, rejecting it as a legitimate source of
messages about your identity.
2. You react against that the outside source says about you and are
determined to prove it wrong.
a. However, the fact that you react against the shame message at all
means the message has indeed reached you. You’ve let it in and it is
wreaking havoc.
3. You are tired of feeling bad, so you decide that you can change your
behavior to prove you are better, that the situation is hopeful, that you are
going to establish that you are a capable, powerful person. It’s time to try
harder.
Your behavior swings to the opposite of what you did before.

The positive behavior seems to cure the shame.
You hear affirming positive messages from people….
But because of the shame-grid that influences how you interpret shame
messages and see yourself, you eventually reject the praise as false. You think
to yourself: “I’m still not good enough. I could do better. Besides, if people
knew what I was really like they wouldn’t be so positive about my progress.
You then either 1) push away the validation because ‘humility’ earned you a
lot of points with people in the past; or 2) you were taught that the way to get
God to love you or be please with you was to hate yourself and your sin.
Eventually you return to the “give-up” cycle.
Perhaps you return to the “try-hard” cycle again at a later time.
Three Possible Scenarios
The Underachiever.
The Overacheiver.
The Roller Coaster.
Wait… giving up and trying harder can’t work???? Now what???
Shedding light on the problems with the Give Up / Try Hard cycles.
• Jesus Christ is the outside source we need to listen to above every other
voice.
• Shame messages will always come our way.
• Scripture is the right grid to process the world and its messages.
• God wants to transform who you are…not what you do. This is why the tryharder cycle can’t work.

• Gospel is the good news of Jesus to transform a life. Following him sets our
identity.
• Identity is everything. People who struggle with shame need to see get
their identity from Christ, not the world.

Shame: What Can I Do About This?
(Week 4: The “Can’t Win” cycles)
Shame begins with an ___________________ source.
From that outside source we derive a shame ___________________.
That shame message works its way into our _______________.
We ________________ the world, and its messages, through our mind.
Shame superimposes a way of thinking in our mind. This is called the ___________ _________.
The Shame-Grid
The shame-grid is the most powerful __________________-setter in a shame-prone person’s life.
It’s a way shame-prone people _________________ shame messages.
It puts the “shame” ____________ what I see or hear.
Behavioral Decision-Making Because of the Shame Grid
1. You accept the outside source as a ________________, legitimate way to define you.
2. You accept the message as ___________ about you.
3. You come to the conclusion that someone as bad as you ___________________ to feel shame.

4. This pattern becomes __________________, it becomes easier to accept the messages as true.

The Give Up Cycle
If you conclude that your _________________________ has failed, the situation is hopeless, and you
are a shameful, defective person, you give up.
This then ___________________ the outside source’s assessment of you.
The cycle then becomes ___________________.
The cycle then ____________________ _________________ with the next shame message.
Outside sources observe your behavior and _________________________ the shame.

The Try Harder Cycle
1. Instead of accepting the shame message, you ___________________ it.
2. You react against what the outside source says and are determined to ___________________
it wrong.
3. You are tired of feeling bad, so you decide that you can change your
________________________ to prove you are better.
4. Your behavior swings to the ________________________ of what you did before.
5. The positive behavior seems to _____________ the shame.
6. You hear affirming _____________________ messages from people.

7. You eventually _______________________ the praise as false.

8. Eventually you return to the ________________ ________ cycle.

Three Possible Scenarios
The ____________________________.
The ____________________________.
The ____________________________ ____________________________.

Shedding Light on the Problems With the Give Up / Try Hard cycles.
•

________________ _________________ is the outside source we need to listen to above every
other voice.

•

Shame messages will _____________________ come our way.

•

Scripture is the right _________________ to process the world and its messages.

•

God wants to transform who you __________…not what you ___________.

•

____________________ is the good news of Jesus to transform a life.

•

People who struggle with shame need to see get their ______________________ from Christ,
not the world.

